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R asterM aster® Conversion & I maging SDK
R asterMaster® is the industr y ’s leading document/image
conversion and imaging library for Java and .NET. It is continually
enhanced with new functionality and formats and was developed
by Snowbound’s experts who have over a hundred years of
combined imaging exper tise. For tune 2000 companies with
millions of users—including top banks, insurance companies,
healthcare, shipping, and industr y leading document
management companies—have depended on this product for
over two decades to serve their most urgent and demanding
applications.

High-Speed File Conversion
RasterMaster® is the fastest file conversion SDK on the market. Users can quickly convert files on the fly for viewing
or batch convert large documents in a variety of formats. The SDK’s document-oriented API for MS Office documents
introduces stateless processing of document information, which greatly reduces processing time of subsequent pages
and results in significant per formance improvements, especially valuable for extremely large documents. Special
features, including conversion via Byte Array, is also available for high per formance applications.

Available for Multiple Platforms
y y Java: for all computing platforms, including Unix, Windows, Mac, Linux, AWS, Google Cloud, Azure, and IBM Cloud
y y NET (x64): for Windows native applications

Ex tensive Format Suppor t
AFP, DWG/CAD, JPEG, MO:DCA, PDF, MS Office, TIFF, SVG, PNG, and hundreds more file formats are supported. Converts any
file to PDF or TIFF to ensure universal compatibility. RasterMaster also includes both PDF/A and SVG output support, enabling
long term archiving and high resolution viewing.

Easy-to-Use APIs
RasterMaster is flexible enough to meet the needs of all your imaging and conversion related development projects.
Numerous samples and code snippets are available for developers and our fast support gets users up and running quickly.

Hundreds of Robust Features & Func tions
Advanced tools allow developers to meet their case management needs by creating applications with functions such as OCR
and pattern-based text searching, true redaction and annotation, watermarks, and document manipulation features like split,
merge, reorder, add, delete, extract, and export.

A d v a n c e d i m a g e C l e a n - U p To o l s
DocClean™ module enables developers to incorporate expert image clean-up capabilities into any Java or .NET application,
greatly enhancing document processing with the ability to straighten or rotate skewed scanned images through auto invert,
auto orient and deskew capabilities.

No Additional Applications Required
RasterMaster performs all processing and conversion functions without the requirement of external applications, such as MS
Office and Adobe.

Visit snowbound.com for more information or e-mail questions@snowbound.com

Responsive in-house support
Our expert, responsive internal support team is available to answer your
questions 24x7 with multiple support response levels available for mission
critical processes.

Our Customers
Hundreds of companies around the globe have employed RasterMaster
SDK to fulfill their document and imaging processing needs. Snowbound
is proud to call firms including Allstate Insurance, IBM, McKesson and
many government agencies such as the USPS, our customers.

“Snowbound’s RasterMaster technology still

O u r Te c h n o l o g y

is one of the best-performing solutions I have

Our SDKs are built by a team with over 100 years of imaging expertise

seen through 10 years in this business.”

and are continually enhanced to support the latest industry trends and
business requirements. This ensures that you are developing with the

Frank Gronenborn, IT Architect, ARAG

most up-to-date, reliable and mature imaging technology in the industry.
Our SDKs are designed to be flexible while providing an extensive array
of functions, features, and formats. Our APIs also remain consistent with
each release to ensure a seamless transition when you upgrade. This
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enables you to take advantage of the latest feature and format support
without having to re-write code from your previous development efforts.
When you develop with RasterMaster, you can be confident that your
requirements will be met for all of your imaging related development
projects, today and in the future.

http://www.snowbound.com/products/imaging-conversion-sdk

For over two decades, Snowbound Software has been the independent
leader in document viewing and conversion technology. It plays an integral

Connect with us:

role in enhancing and speeding company workflows for the Fortune 2000,

snowbound.com

including insurance claims processing, financial transactions, medical

questions@snowbound.com

records and more. Snowbound excels in providing customers with
powerful solutions for capturing, viewing, processing, and archiving
hundreds of different document and image types. Thanks to its multienvironment support, Snowbound's products operate across all popular
platforms and can be easily integrated into new or existing enterprise
content management systems. Nine of the 10 largest banks in the
United States (seven of 10 in the world), as well as some of the biggest
healthcare providers, government agencies, and insurance companies rely

Snowbound.com/blog
twitter.com/snowbounds
linkedin.com/companies/snowbound-software
facebook.com/snowboundsoftware
youtube.com/snowboundsoftwareinc

on Snowbound for their mission-critical needs.

Visit snowbound.com for more information or e-mail questions@snowbound.com
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